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How to Access Elites When Textbook Methods Fail:
Challenges of Purposive Sampling and Advantages of Using
Interviewees as “Fixers”
Esra Bakkalbasioglu
University of Washington – Seattle Campus, Washington, USA
Social science methods literature identifies gaining access as one of the main
challenges of conducting elite interview research. However, the existing
literature mostly fails to provide access strategies other than the “textbook”
methods of sending email, letters, faxes, or making phone calls. Many
researchers, especially the ones who conduct purposive sampling-based in elite
interview research encounter various obstacles when they try to gain access to
the potential interviewees. Especially in challenging research environments,
textbook methods either fail the researchers using purposive sampling or
considerably increase the time and energy spent to gain access to elite
respondents. Drawing on the author’s own purposive sampling-based research
in the Middle East, this article proposes an alternative access strategy adapted
from journalism, using interviewees as “fixers.” This free-of-charge strategy
not only shortens access time and decreases non-commitment of the potential
elite interviewees, but also lends the researcher a partial insider status in the
studied elite circle, and thus potentially enhances the quality of interviews.
Keywords: Elite Interviews, Interviewing Methodologies, Ethnographic
Research, Purposive Sampling, Middle East
The difficulties in conducting elite interviews1—such as sampling, choosing venue and
time, balancing power negotiations, self-presentation, constructing sound questions, getting
answers, resisting manipulation, establishing rapport, and protecting the research and the
researcher—are well-documented in the existing interview methodology literature (Beamer,
2002; Dexter, 1970; Hirsch, 1995; Mikecz, 2012; Ostrander, 1993). Moreover, researchers
have shared best-practices and made various suggestions for sampling and interviewing to
increase the quality of the data collected in elite interview research (Dexter, 1970; Harvey,
2011; Mullings, 1999). Developing interview skills are surely important for elite interview
researchers; however, as Goldstein (2002) states, “none of these skills matter if you don’t get
the interview” (p. 669). While, as Kezar (2003) and others (Conti & O’Neil, 2007; Hertz &
Imber, 1995) generously emphasized on the centrality of access, I argue, as Herod (1999) puts
it, “many standard texts on interviewing seem to assume that gaining access to institutions is
relatively straightforward” (p. 315; see also Douglas, 1985; Gubrium & Holstein, 2002; Kvale
& Brinkmann, 2015; Rubin, 1995). The existing elite interview literature recognizes the
importance and difficulty of accessing the elites. Yet it does not provide any suggestions to
researchers struggling with access-related problems.
Each sampling method has different levels of tolerance to non-response. In methods
based on probability or convenience sampling (Tansey, 2007), researchers can easily replace a

I use the term “elite” to define persons holding particular social, economic as well as political positions and
power. Elites that I interviewed for my research were state and non-state agents holding key offices and making
most of the decisions in the field I was researching.
1
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non-respondent with another similar interviewee. Yet the cost of non-response is higher for
researchers with more rigid samples, such as the ones using purposive sampling.
Purposive sampling, which is preferred, as Mikecz (2012) underlines, mostly by
researchers who want to trace a process by interviewing a pre-defined and visible set of elites
selected based on specific criteria, and necessitates researchers to access specific interviewees
(Tansey, 2007). Elite interview researchers using purposive sampling make a list of the elites
they want to interview before starting their research. As the research population is highly
visible, for researchers using purposive sampling, finding the respondents’ names and their
professional contact details are relatively easy (Mikecz, 2012). Yet access is not always that
straightforward. While researchers using snowball sampling get considerable help from their
mediators to sample and access their respondents, researchers using purposive sampling are
alone in their access effort. They need to contact and convince the potential interviewees to
meet and talk to them. Besides, as the method depends on interviewing specific individuals,
replacement of one interviewee with another one has a high potential cost on the research
findings. In purposive sampling, sampling may be easier than many other methods, but it is
definitely harder to access the sampled individuals.
The existing research methodology literature suggests the researchers trying to access
to specific elites to send letters, emails, and faxes; or call the potential interviewee’s office to
explain the project and request the interview (Lilleker, 2003; Mikecz, 2012; Odendahl & Shaw,
2002; Ostrander, 1993; Peabody et al., 1990; Richards, 1996). However, recent works show
that these textbook methods often fail researchers (Conti & O’Neil, 2007), particularly the ones
conducting research in challenging environments (Denitch, 1972; Goode, 2010; Rivera et al.,
2002; Roberts, 2013). In this article, I draw on my research experience in the Middle East to
discuss access related problems encountered by researchers using purposive sampling and
introduce an alternative access strategy, using interviewee-as-fixers, that I developed and used
during my research.
At different points, I conducted interviews with political elites in Jordan, Israel, and
Turkey. When I tried to access the names on my interviewee sample, I encountered a set of
problems specific to accessing to a group of elites built through purposive sampling and
exacerbated by authoritarian and volatile nature of the political environment in the Middle East.
As a student researcher, I followed various methods of gaining access and often failed to secure
interviews. In the following years, I develop a strategy, using interviewees as “fixers”, to access
political elites when conventional methods failed me. I argue that using interviewee-as-fixer
strategy can help the researchers using purposive sampling to overcome their access related
problem to a large extent by enabling faster access and partial insiderness to their elite research
group.
In presenting challenges of elite interview research and suggesting an access strategy
to be coupled with purposive sampling, this article contributes to the existing literature on elite
interviewing and the growing literature on conducting research in challenging political
environments. While the interviewee-as-fixer strategy is useful for any researcher conducting
purposive sampling, it is particularly helpful for researchers working in challenging
environments or lacking pre-existing connections in their research field, researchers without
institutional support or titles, and researchers lacking time or grant monies for a long field
research, as well as any researchers who feel their positionality complicates their ability to
make the first contact, including young, female, or foreign researchers.
The article proceeds as follows. Part I briefly introduces the most common challenges
that researchers using purposive sampling encounter as they try to access elites on their sample.
Part II discusses these challenges based on my own experiences among the political elites in
the Middle East. Part III details the interviewee-as-fixer strategy as a way of minimizing
disadvantages of access to a sample formed by purposive sampling. Part IV evaluates using the
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interviewee-as-fixer strategy from a comparative perspective. By comparing interviewee-asfixer to other strategies used by researchers using purposive sampling to access potential elite
interviewees, it lays out the advantages as well as the potential shortcomings of this strategy
and Part V concludes the article by bringing the previous parts together.
Characteristics of Elites
Existing methods for reaching potential elite respondents and securing interviews
involve sending letters, emails, and faxes; or calling the potential interviewee’s office to
explain the project and request the interview (Lilleker, 2003; Mikecz, 2012; Odendahl & Shaw,
2002; Ostrander, 1993; Peabody et al., 1990; Richards, 1996). Researchers are assumed to
significantly increase the chance of gaining access when they send informative letters to their
targeted interviewees in advance, written on official stationary, and clearly outline the research
agenda and the time the interview will take (Goldstein, 2002, p. 671). They are also encouraged
to follow up their initial interview request by phone to establish a specific time and place for
the interview (Peabody et al., 1990). While these methods may be sufficient for securing access
in certain cases (Mikecz, 2012; Ostrander, 1993; Stephens, 2007), they fail to provide the
expected results or work extremely slowly in many others (Conti & O’Neil, 2007; Denitch,
1972; Goode, 2010; Rivera et al., 2002; Roberts, 2013; Thomas, 1995).
Both Rivera et al. (2002) and Roberts (2013) underlined how the existing methods
literature tends to focus on the context of advanced industrialized democracies, while saying
very little on developing countries that might present more challenging research environments.
Based on their research experience in Russia, Rivera et al. (2002) state that, they spent
considerable research time making upwards of fifteen calls to arrange each one of their
interviews. Roberts (2013) adds that even after securing the interview on the tenth or twentieth
phone call, researchers can still fail to conduct the interview due to the widespread noncommitment among Russian political elites caused by the prevailing political context. The
factors impeding access to political elites in Russia shows similarities across other challenging
research environments. A survey conducted by Clark (2006) among American researchers
working in the Middle East identifies that, similar to the Russia experience, the authoritarian
political climate of the region causes various difficulties for researchers. Forty percent of the
researchers surveyed for this project stated that they have experienced difficulties in obtaining
interviews with key individuals (p. 418). The authors conducting elite interview research
underline the following common characteristics of elites that make accessing the research
sample highly challenging:
a) Elites, both in developing as well as advanced industrialized countries, are
considered to be the most difficult group to access as they are busy, and they
have paid gatekeepers, such as assistants and secretaries to block outsiders
(Conti & O’Neil, 2007; Ganga & Scott, 2006; Hertz & Imber, 1995; Kezar,
2003; Mikecz, 2012; Odendahl & Shaw, 2002; Ustad Figenschou, 2010).
b) Elites in volatile or more authoritarian political settings are often more
suspicious of researchers than their counterparts in advanced industrialized
countries (Denitch, 1972). Fearing reprisals from superiors, or the loss of
promotion, or the trust of their peers, they tend to abstain from giving interviews
(Clark, 2006). In political settings with zero or little electoral accountability,
elites may also tend to consider interviews time-consuming and unnecessary
activities.
c) Elites in some developing countries may be either not very familiar with or not
as responsive to conventional interviewers’ access methods of calling the
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potential interviewee’s office, sending emails to their work account, and faxing
unlike their counterparts in advanced industrialized countries (Roberts, 2013).
Where meetings are mostly arranged through personal connections, elites tend
to ignore demands coming from outsiders.
Researcher’s ability to access and secure interview with elite respondents is shaped by
the above-listed common characteristics of elite groups which can be exacerbated by research
context as well as the way researcher’s positionality has been perceived. Every stage of
interviewing elites calls into question positionality and power negotiations conducted between
researchers and their respondents. The way researchers’ positionality is perceived by their
respondents potentially shape the quality of the interviews and information collected during
the research. Multiple accounts underline that researchers’ age, gender, ethnicity, race, or
native language affects respondents’ approach to them, the interview, the questions, and the
research (Ganter, 2017; Herod, 1999; McEvoy, 2006; Mullings, 1999). Blix and Wettergren
(2015) state that the research process significantly benefits when the researchers and the
participants share similarities in terms of age, class, gender, ethnicity, and social status. While
the interview process can give better hints on the effects of positionality on the research process
and findings, it is harder to pinpoint how researcher’s positionality affects their access to their
potential respondents.
Some researchers who are outsiders to the research country or language do not
encounter any difficulties in gaining access (Mikecz, 2012). Some even find their outsider
status to be advantageous in gaining access to elites (Sabot, 1999). In some other cases,
researchers find it difficult to access and interview elites who do not share their ethnic or
linguistic background (Goode, 2010). While male researchers do not generally reflect on how
their gender shapes their ability to access elites, there are various accounts from female
researchers reflecting on how gender affects their access to mostly male elite circles, in some
cases positively and in some other negatively (Reinhardt, 2009; Schwedler, 2006; Ustad
Figenschou, 2010).
Researchers’ ability to access elites is also highly predicated upon their personal status
and institutional affiliation (Odendahl & Shaw, 2002). In a 1993 study on access to elites,
Parsons et al. concluded that inexperienced interviewers have higher gatekeeper refusal than
experienced ones. While gender difference is statistically insignificant among experienced
researchers, the same study shows that among the inexperienced researchers female
interviewers have a higher gatekeeper refusal rate than male interviewers. Like any other
researcher using purposive sampling, my access has been surely difficult and shaped by my
elite respondents’ characteristics as well as their perception of me.
Notes from the Field
Before my research in Jordan, I made a list of bureaucrats and politicians that I wanted
to interview to delineate how different institutions approach the issue of renewable energy.
Following the “textbook” suggestions of accessing elites (Goldstein, 2002; Harvey, 2011), I
sent them emails detailing my research and requesting an interview. A week after the first round
of emails, I sent follow-up emails. Later, I called my potential elite respondents’ offices. Yet,
I could not reach most of the names on my list. In multiple cases, I either did not get any
response or was rejected by assistants. One of the key figures I wanted to interview was a highranking bureaucrat leading solar energy projects at the Jordanian Ministry of Energy.
Conducting an interview with him was central to my research. After multiple emails and calls,
I considered that his failure to respond might be related to my outsider status as a non-native
Arabic speaker, or my positionality as a young, female Ph.D. student. Still hoping for access, I
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asked help from a Jordanian friend who, I assumed, would have insider status, as a male
Jordanian working for a ministry. My friend called the bureaucrat’s office but could not get a
positive response. Thinking it might be easier to arrange the interview in person, we went to
his office at the Ministry, but his assistant rejected us by pleading the bureaucrat’s busy meeting
and travel schedule.
Of course, researchers’ positionality and related insider or outsider status, are evershifting and permeable, as well as differentially experienced and expressed by members of the
research community (Naples, 1996). As Chavez (2008) states, “a participant may draw us near
as a member of the ingroup, but in the next moment, because of a social difference (gender,
class, age, region) may distance herself from the researcher” (p. 478). The opposite is also
possible. Later in the research, I conducted an interview with another bureaucrat working at
the same ministry with my friend. At the very end of the interview, the bureaucrat asked if he
could help me further. I mentioned that I had been, unsuccessfully, trying to reach a bureaucrat
from the Ministry of Energy. He said he knew my targeted respondent personally and then he
did something unexpected: he picked up his cellphone, called the bureaucrat, and arranged a
meeting for me. Within an hour, I was interviewing the bureaucrat from the Ministry of Energy
whose assistant blocked my interview requests for weeks. It was the longest and most fruitful
interview of my research in Jordan. Before I left his office, the Ministry of Energy bureaucrat
shook my hand and said he was happy to help “a friend’s friend.”
This experience taught me three important lessons. First, if your elite interview research
is based on purposive sampling, non-response has a very high cost. If you want to gather
information on the working of a specific decision-making structure or issue area you probably
want to interview specific individuals. Not being able to reach them can significantly harm the
strength of your research and robustness of your findings.
Second, if you conduct your research in challenging research environments, you will
probably encounter more difficulty in accessing the elites in your purposive sample. Even
though I emailed and called my potential interviewee’s offices countless times, I failed to gain
access to my targeted respondent. There might be multiple possible reasons for my failure. My
targeted respondent might have decided to reject the interview based on my positionality as a
young, female, Ph.D. student who is a foreigner. Yet my male Jordanian friend could not access
him either. So maybe in this example positionality did not play an important role. He might
have been reluctant to give an interview or considered it time-consuming and unnecessary. He
might have been suspicious of researchers or fear reprisals from his superiors. Or maybe he
never knew that I was trying to access him as his assistant did not communicate my request.
Third, it was possible to gain access to interview only when my initial interviewee who
personally knew my targeted respondent called him and set the interview on my behalf. His
gesture annulled potential negative effects of my positionality and gave me access to an
interview that was a must for my research. Based on this experience, I developed an access
strategy, using interviewees as fixers, making access to elites easier for researchers conducting
purposive sampling based elite interview research, especially in challenging research
environments.
Using Interviewees As “Fixers”
Based on my fieldwork experience, I argue that in using initial interviewees as fixers
who contact potential interviewees and arrange the interview time and place, researchers using
purposive sampling can significantly overcome their access-related challenges. Using fixers is
a strategy mostly associated with journalism. Correspondents working in foreign countries
generally work with local fixers who are paid to help them gain access to certain locations and
people, while ensuring the journalist’s safety. Fixers often work as mediators between
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journalists and their subjects (Terry, 2011). They establish the first contact and secure the
interview time and place on behalf of the journalist, yet they have a quite limited influence on
the research content and interview process. Being an insider of the specific setting, fixers get
paid to help the journalists to secure the desired interviewee(s) in a shorter time period with
higher success rates (Sacco, 2003). I recommend a bona fide version of this strategy for social
science researchers encountering access problems in their specific research environments.
I was a total outsider to the high-ranking bureaucrat from the Jordanian Ministry of
Energy whom I was trying to interview. My initial interviewee who called him to arrange the
interview on my behalf helped me to bypass the potential gatekeepers and provided me fast
access. His call also shifted my positionality in the potential interviewee’s eyes from outsider
to partial insider, as he put it, to a “friend’s friend.” The fact that I got promoted by someone
whom my interviewee considered as “one of them,” significantly increased the time he spent
for the interview and possibly improved the interview quality. It is also possible that this type
of access prevented my respondents from making potentially inappropriate comments that
many female researchers conducting elite interviews had to deal with during interviews
conducted with male elites (Reinhardt, 2009; Ustad Figenschou, 2010).
By capitalizing on the initial interviewees’ informal networks to access the names on
the research sample, the interviewee-as-fixer strategy imitates the advantage of using a
mediator that is intrinsic to snowball sampling without giving the mediator the power over the
research sample formed based on purposive sampling strategy. Snowball sampling is preferred
in cases where the researcher does not know exactly who to interview or when most of the
members of research population are not easy to locate. In this sampling method, researchers
rely on their initial interviewees as mediators/referrals (Koter, 2013; Lynch, 2013), not only to
build their sample but also either give them access to potential interviewees. As Thuesen (2011)
underlines, networks, social capital, and trust are paramount in gaining access to elites and the
help of a powerful individual willing to facilitate access is essential to gain access to elites in
many cases. In the case of interviewee-as-fixer strategy, using the initial interviewee(s) as
insiders introducing the researcher to potential interviewees hastens access and gives the
researcher a partial insiderness without jeopardizing their sampling method.
Following my experience in Jordan, during my dissertation field research in Turkey, I
mobilized my contacts and arranged interviews with two elites who were not in my initial
research sample. As a “friend’s friend,” I was welcomed in these interviews. At the end of
those first interviews, I asked my interviewees if they knew any of the elites on my list of
targeted interviewees formed based on purposive sampling. Each one of my initial respondents
personally knew some of the names. I asked if they could contact those people and help me
arrange interviews with them. Both called a couple of the names from my sample that they
personally knew and arranged the interviews on my behalf before I left their office. These two
initial interviewees were my first fixers. With each interview, the number of my fixers
increased.
Here is a list of suggestions for researchers using purposive sampling and want to
implement the interviewee-as-fixer method. (1) You need to recruit your first couple of
interviewees on your own. You can use textbook methods to access some of the names on your
sample or you can rely on your existing connections to arrange your first interviews. If you fail
to arrange any interview with names on your sample, you can target the second circle and
conduct your initial interviews with names outside of, yet close to your targeted elite group.
These interviewees can provide you insights about your target group and fix you interviews
with the names from your sample. (2) Wait until the end of the interview to ask if your
interviewee knows anyone from your sample and ask them politely if they would be willing to
call them to help you to arrange the interview. Waiting until the end of the interview will
prevent this mediator role from jeopardizing your interviewer-interviewee relationship. (3)
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When you start an arranged interview, distance yourself from the fixer and establish an
independent, one-to-one relation with your interviewee by assuring them of your impartiality.
(4) Not every interviewee will accept to be your fixer and even if they do, they may not have
success in their attempts to reach one of your targeted respondents and arrange the interview
on your behalf. Do not forget that even if you succeed only a handful of times, you will save
considerable research time and energy.
Elites tend to establish barriers that set them apart from society and hire gatekeepers to
keep the researchers out. Thus, as Odendahl and Shaw (2002) argue, “the best entree to elite
individuals for interviews is provided by members of the elites’ own group” (p. 307). Using
interviewees as fixers not only helps the researcher using purposive sampling to gain access
but also shifts the locus of access responsibility from the researcher to the elite fixer. As insiders
to the studied elite circle, fixers can easily bypass the gatekeepers and reach the potential
respondent in person. When contacted by a familiar colleague (the fixer), rather than an
unfamiliar researcher, a potential interviewee feels an obligation to commit to the interview.
Besides giving the researcher a fast track and free entrance ticket to the interview, using
interviewees as fixers also contributes to the quality of the interview. The partial insiderness
that the researcher gains during the fixer-initiated access potentially works as an icebreaker,
puts the interviewee at ease, and increases their trust in the researcher.
Under a Comparative Light
Researchers using purposive sampling constantly try to increase their percentage of
access and reduce time spent to secure the interview time and place. Given that purpose, even
conventional methods sometimes fail them, so some researchers hire assistants to help them
access interviewees and set the interview time and place. Even though this strategy frees the
researchers from spending considerable research time in writing letters, sending emails and
faxes, or making calls to demand access, using assistants mostly fails to shorten access time or
to provide access to elites who were initially reluctant to give interviews. Research assistants
are mostly outsiders to elite circles as much as the researchers themselves. Thus, they encounter
similar issues and their access is often blocked. Hiring assistants does not help the researchers
to overcome common problems such as non-commitment and provide the researcher an insider
status. Besides, hiring assistants necessitates a research budget that provides for their
compensation which is not always possible for researchers, particularly those whose grants do
not permit paying locals (Hertel et al., 2009).
To overcome the non-commitment problem, Petkov and Kaoullas (2016) used what
they call “intermediaries” in their research. They define intermediaries as elite research
participants with in-depth knowledge of the research project and inter-personal authority over
the targeted respondents. Intermediaries not only formally introduce the researchers to the
potential respondents but also accompany them to the interviews and get actively involved
during the interviewing process. Intermediaries’ connections would potentially give the
researchers a partial insiderness and reduce the time they spend contacting interviewees and
securing the interview time and place. However, using intermediaries can jeopardize reliability
of the research in two ways. First, to recruit an elite intermediary to be present at each interview,
researchers must have prior connections in the field and convince a well-connected elite (actual
or former) to serve the role of the intermediary. Thus, it is only feasible for researchers
conducting field research in highly familiar settings. Second, even though the intermediary’s
presence at the interview reduces non-commitment problems, it curtails the researcher’s
authority over the interview and harms their ability to establish independent relationships with
the interviewees.
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Interviewee-as-fixer helps researchers to overcome the main weaknesses of the abovementioned access strategies. Contrary to hiring assistants or paying the intermediaries,
researchers using their initial interviewees as their fixers do not pay them. Therefore, the
method is suitable for researchers who do not have additional budget. Contrary to hiring
“intermediaries”, interviewee-as-fixer strategy neither asks for extensive commitment of initial
respondents nor jeopardize the interview process with the presence the respondent who fixed
the interview. It only takes a couple of minutes of the interviewees’ time to call their colleagues
and set up the interviews. Yet by capitalizing on interviewees’ informal networks,
connectedness, and reputation very briefly, researchers using their interviewees as “fixers”
significantly increases the probability of gaining access and securing interview time and place
very quickly. Therefore, the strategy is suitable for researchers who do not have previous
connections in the research field or within the studied elite community as well as researchers
who do not have time or budget for a long-term field research.
Despite its multiple strengths, interviewee-as-fixer strategy has some potential
limitations. Being identified as the friend of a particular elite may backfire if the potential
interviewee is not close to—or worse, has a tense or hierarchical relationship with—the fixer,
yet feels obliged as the fixer is their colleagues or boss, to say yes to the interview request. In
this case, the interviewee may avoid answering some of the questions or giving detailed or
sincere accounts. In this scenario, the researcher risks becoming a victim of the relationship
between the initial and potential interviewees. However, since the fixer’s role is quite limited,
ending once they set the interview time and place, researchers can easily disassociate from
them and establish an independent relationship with each one of their respondents. Indeed,
distancing themselves from their fixers at the very beginning of each interview is a good rule
of thumbs for every researcher using their interviewees as “fixers.” Researchers need to secure
trust between them and their respondents by establishing themselves as independent
researchers without personal connections to the prior interviewee, assuring interviewees of
their impartiality, and showing their willingness to learn from the respondents (Leech, 2002).
A second potential limitation of the interviewee-as-fixer is that success of the strategy
depends on the initial interviewee’s willingness to help the researchers and secure interview
time and place for them. Fixing an interview for a researcher is a way for elites to show how
well-connected and respected they are among their colleagues. For this reason, most elites are
willing to help the researchers set up interviews. However, there is always the risk that a given
interviewee will not be willing or able to help the researcher, especially if they do not know
any of the people on the researcher’s list to interview. To minimize this limitation, researchers
should increase the number of their potential fixers as much as they can with each interview.
Diversification can help researchers minimize their dependence on certain elites and avoid
putting the access burden on the shoulders of a single or few interviewees.
Another limitation of interviewee-as-fixer method is that, as stated earlier, using
interviewees as fixers can only be used after the researchers establish their first contacts and
conduct their first interview(s). To contact and secure their first interview(s), researchers can
use textbook methods or activate their friends’ or colleagues’ contacts. If the first few
interviewees are not from the target group but an adjacent one, researchers can use their initial
interviews to familiarize with the research environment, test their questions, gather insights on
the specific elite circle, and, most importantly, gain access to names in their sample. During
my research, I made use of my friends’ contacts in my research field to access my first elite
interviewees. While not in my sample, these initial interviewees gave me valuable insights on
conducting research with elites in that particular political setting, they called their colleagues
and fixed interviews with names on my sample. Even after the first interviews, researchers can
continue to combine interviewee-as-fixer with conventional access methods to increase their
chance to access more elite respondents in shorter time.
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Conclusion
Interviewing elites is one of the most potent ways of learning about political and
economic processes. Yet researchers conducting elite interview research face numerous
obstacles in gaining access, and even more so if their research is based on purposive sampling
and conducted in challenging research environments. In the absence of alternative strategies,
researchers conducting elite interview research based on purposive sampling tend to stick with
textbook methods, even when they are proven inefficient, highly time consuming, or simply
fail. This article not only lays out the challenges of accessing elites for researchers using
purposive sampling in challenging research environments but also provides an alternative
strategy to overcome these difficulties. It, therefore, contributes to the established literature on
elite interviewing and the emerging literature on the methodological difficulties of conducting
research in challenging environments. It moves the conversation on elite interview research
from recognizing the challenges of gaining access to theorizing and applying faster, more
secure, and less expensive access strategies that can be coupled with purposive sampling.
Based on my elite interview research experience in the Middle East, I developed the
interviewee-as-fixer strategy that helps researchers to set interviews with their potential elite
respondents in a shorter time, free of charge, and with significantly higher commitment. Using
interviewees as fixers also helps the researchers to gain partial insiderness in their studied elite
circle. Even though this strategy is based on my fieldwork in the Middle Eastern countries, it
is suitable for accessing potential elite interviewees wherever researchers encounter accessrelated challenges.
Using interviewees as fixers is a highly feasible strategy, especially for researchers who
do not have enough budget, connections, or institutional support; or who have a very limited
time in the field and feel the negative impacts of their positionality in their specific research
environment. Whichever group of elites they sample, it is imperative researchers using
purposive sampling understand challenges of gaining access intrinsic to their sampling method
and develop strategies to secure access in contexts where textbook methods fail them.
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